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RUST OF SNAPDRAGONS
By OLGA M. GOSS, Plant Pathologist
UST caused by the fungus Puccinia antirrhini is possibly the most destructive
R
disease attacking antirrhinums or snapdragons. In Western Australia, the disease first appeared in 1955 and since that time has become very prevalent and
widespread, frequently with devastating effects.
The fungus attacks plants at any stage
of growth—leaves, stems, buds and
occasionally seed pods being subject to
infection.
The rust usually appears first on the
leaves and later spreads to all other above
ground parts. It first becomes obvious by
the development of light coloured raised
spots, which, within a few days, break
open to expose dusty brown to black
masses of spores. On the leaves, the
pustules are frequently circularly grouped,
but on the stem they are elongated (see
Figs. 1 and 2). Severe attacks kill the
plants rapidly, while milder attacks disfigure the plants and reduce their vigour.
Development of the disease depends to
a great extent on weather conditions. It
is most likely to occur during spring and
autumn, when cool morning temperatures
are followed by warm days, especially
when the leaves are moist with rain or
dew. Hot dry conditions do not favour
disease development.
Initial infection and spread from plant
to plant is mainly by wind. By this means,
transport for considerable distances can
occur. Even if a first planting of snapdragons is being made in an isolated area,
it is still possible for the disease to develop.
Evidence of the rapidity of spread by wind
is shown by the fact that the disease was
first recorded in Australia in New South
Wales late in 1952. Within two and a half
years it had spread to every State in the
Commonwealth and New Zealand.

Fig. l.—View of section of diseased plant showing leaf
and stem lesions. Note the rounded lesions particularly
on the undersides of the leaves and the elongated stem
lesions

CONTROL
(1) Once established, the disease is
difficult to control. For this reason
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prevention should be attempted by
regular weekly applications of
either zineb or sulphur—containing sprays or dusts.
(2) Where
treatment
has
been
neglected and plants become
severely affected, the only remedy
is to pull up and burn all severely
diseased plants.
(3) If available, use a resistant variety.
Some progress has "been made
overseas in the breeding of resistant varieties and some of these
may prove satisfactory under local
conditions.
(4) If any plants are found to be free
of the disease in a badly diseased
planting, save seed from these for
future plantings as they may have
some resistance.

Fig. 2.—Close up of separate leaves showing the rust

pustules concentrically arranged

COVER PICTURE
PAW-PAW —TROPICAL FRUIT WITH A FUTURE
Our cover picture shows a good specimen of paw-paw growing on the
Department of Agriculture's Gascoyne Research Station at Carnarvon.
Paw-paw, one of the best and most popular of the tropical fruits, has
so far been grown only on a minor scale in Western Australia, but it now
looks to have a bright future in the Carnarvon district.
Demand for the versatile paw-paw is growing as city people get to know
it and appreciate its qualities. Planters along the Gascoyne River can grow
plenty of good quality paw-paws, but so far the problem has been to get
them to the southern market in good condition. Being large and soft they
are not easy to pack and transport, and the 600-mile journey to Perth
has so far prevented the market from being developed to any extent.
For the past nine years, trials have been in progress at the Gascoyne
Research Station on a number of selected lines of varieties imported from
Queensland. Their main aim has been to find a high quality variety which
will stand the journey in good condition. Good progress has been
reported; some of the varieties are much.better than varieties first tested,
although they could be better yet.
Most promising of those under test is Guinea Gold, a bisexual variety
(most paw-paws are monosexual, each tree having either male or female
flowers, but not both! ^iiiSh is described as a good firm carrying variety
with an excellent flavour. It also colours up well before going soft, which
gives it another advantage over most other varieties.
Recent shipments of this variety have been well received, giving
promise of future commercial production.
Packing techniques are also being improved, and the result of these
trials should be an increasing flow of paw-paws from Carnarvon.
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